MESSAGE FROM JEY 6-01-2003
JEY is here, and indeed JEY does come in the will of the Creator and does come now to give you
that which is Truth, as JEY has always done in the times past. Know that JEY does give thanks for those of
you who are here and does give thanks for all who are OMEGA upon the Earth. As it has been said, each
of you who are known as OMEGA upon the Earth have indeed come to fulfill a purpose, and know that
JEY does come to help those of you who are now here and who are attempting to do that which is
necessary for you.
As you are aware, there is much upon the Earth at this time that JEY sees, as JEY resides in the
Spirit Realm, which is negative. But know, too, that mankind does have the opportunity and does overall
attempt to do that which is the will of the Creator in their lives, as they know it to be. It is at this time upon
the Earth that there are many seeking after that which is a better time of life....many because of the Spiritual
aspect of their lives, but many because of a physical need as well. You who are here as OMEGA have
indeed much for which to be thankful, for not only have you been able to accomplish much in the way of
education that will allow you to help others upon the Earth at this time; but you also have been able to
accomplish much in the way of material things that provides for you and others that which is an easier life
upon Earth than many who are Spirit-in-Body know at this time. And so give thanks for those gifts that
have been given to you and for the joys that you have known upon Earth. Dwell not upon the difficulties
that you have had in your lifetime, but search out those things that have brought you much joy and much
comfort upon the Earth.
As you look upon others, not only in other countries but around you in your own area, who have far
less than you have of material comforts and spiritual comforts, know you can see then that for which to be
thankful. JEY would ask each of you to open your hearts and your minds to those to whom you may give
help at this time upon the Earth, for there are many who do indeed need that which is the comfort that you
can give them. And so JEY would simply ask you to open your hearts and your minds, to be at Peace with
what you can do; but also to be open to all the good that you can do to help others upon the Earth at this
time.
JEY would ask you to be mindful, too, of opportunities that you have to fully understand those
things of a Spiritual nature, and JEY can tell you that at this time JEY has an opportunity to share with you
much that can indeed open your own heart to many things that can be given to you with regard to Spiritual
aspects of your life upon the Earth. JEY is aware of your need and would say to you at this time that as
there is an opportunity for JEY simply to bring to you information that would answer questions that you
have, or a need that you have, JEY will come to do that during this time of communication as well.
It is now known to those of us in the Spirit Realm that there is an attempt upon the Earth to bring
about peace to those nations upon the Earth; and as you look at the leaders of the countries upon the Earth,
you will see the efforts that are being made. JEY wishes to say this concerning the leader of your own
country....that he has within his heart the desire to see peace upon Earth. You are aware, of course, that
there has been war; but know that within the heart of the one who is the leader of your country upon the
Earth there is a great desire to see peace among the nations of the world in which you live. And so if you
will keep that one, and others who are meeting at this time with regard to those actions that must be taken
with regard to keeping peace upon the Earth, know that your prayers can be very powerful in assisting
those who come now as peace keepers and peace makers upon the Earth.
It is important that you look not upon the political aspects of things, but rather upon the heart of
mankind as they attempt now to bring peace to Earth. And that which is peace is of vital importance to the
Earth at this time, for mankind has been on the verge of destroying not only self but also the Earth with
regard to that which are the weapons of destruction that are known to you and to others upon the Earth.
And so as you have the opportunity to keep all mankind in your prayers upon the Earth as they now seek
for peace and the well being of mankind, let your prayers be sent forth. They are vitally important. And
know that we who are in the Spirit Realm join in those prayers as well when they are sent forth by each of
you who are OMEGA and by others who are upon the Earth.
At this time allow JEY to give this information as well. As you have been in a time of meeting, you
not only have been able to read that which was a message that was given in the past (5-19-03), but you
have found great joy in some of the things that were given in that message. And JEY wishes that you will
indeed find joy in your lives each day! You can do this simply by thinking upon that which is the Spiritual
aspect of your being upon the Earth. Know that YES you must live in this physical body, and you must

allow the mental aspect of you to control that body in which you live. But you have within you a Spirit
which is OF the Creator which can assist the mental aspect of you in the control of your life and the
thinking of your life. You are blessed in that you have knowledge of this! Not everyone who lives upon
the Earth has such knowledge; so with that knowledge and with that gift of knowing which you have, you
also have responsibilities that you take the knowledge that you have and apply it to your lives, and share it
with others who are willing to accept that knowledge. You cannot have gifts without accepting
responsibilities for those gifts. And so JEY would ask you to be in a time of serious contemplation with
regard to those gifts that you have and what you may be able to do with those gifts, and to ask those of us in
the Spirit Realm to help you in fulfilling the responsibilities that you have.
At this time now allow JEY to say that it is known indeed that those of you who are here would
seek to know more with regard to the symbolism of those dreams which you have had; and JEY cannot see
at this time any reason why you who are here cannot simply state the dream that you had and allow JEY to
clarify the meaning of that dream for you. Or if you have questions with regard those thoughts that you
have, allow JEY to know those as well. JEY will simply ask you to state that which is your need or your
dream at this time, and allow JEY to communicate that which is an understanding with regard to that which
you have voiced. JEY will attempt to do so and will seek the will of the Creator in fulfilling your request.
Allow now your thoughts to be known.
First individual: JEY, I will begin by saying first of all 'thank you for the opportunity'. I had a
dream a few weeks ago about my heart and a bite that I was given on my back, and I thought surely it
would lead to death. I know that it was symbolic; and if you could speak about that I would be grateful.
Secondly, I have weighed the summer school issue and have thought about needs of my body and needs of
my family versus that, and would appreciate any clarification that you could give regarding that as well.
JEY hears your thoughts and will at this time attempt to help in the way that JEY sees is necessary
for you to receive help. Allow JEY to say this with regard to the symbolism of the dream which you have
had. You are aware, of course, that the fundamental aspect of those things which you dream are not at all
the important aspect of your dream, but rather it is the symbolic meaning that is important to you. JEY
would say this with regard to the 'bite' that you were concerned about and the pain and realization that your
Spirit was to leave the body. Allow JEY to attempt to lead you in an understanding of such symbolism.
JEY is aware that when those of you who are Spirit-in-Body have great concerns with regard to mental
aspects, know that those concerns that you have are often carried forth into your sleeping state and can
indeed have an impact on that which you call your dreams. And so as you dream of those things that seem
to be opposed to what you would wish to think, know that JEY has this to say with regard to that which you
recalled as a 'bite' and the resulting near passing that you spoke about. Know that which seemed to be a
bite or sting or whatever you experienced from an insect simply was a knowledge that you were suddenly
awakened to, that you needed to make some new understandings.....you needed to awaken to some new
understandings in your life. And so those things are symbolic which caused you pain, that caused you
some discomfort; but so are the things that are bothering you with regard to your life which cause you some
pain and discomfort! And so the sting, the bite, the things that were causing you discomfort, and then to
think that your body was passing away, simply relate to those things in your life that you need to bring into
focus so you can bring peace into your life with regard to an understanding of those things. As you are
aware, many times when you are not certain of or are not aware of things that are bringing discomfort to
your mental aspect, those things do crowd upon your thinking and crowd into the sleep time that you have,
and therefore will disturb your sleep and bring forth what you call a dream. And so at this time JEY would
ask you to give further inspection to what is occurring in your life that may seem to you to be bringing such
discomfort into your life that you only think of escaping that discomfort by passing to Spirit! And so JEY
would ask you to be at peace with this and think back upon those things that were in your life that you wish
to escape from. Perhaps that which you brought forth, too, as a discussion and a question or comment
regarding summer school may be one of those things that is pressing upon your mental self at this time.
JEY would say that if you can come to an understanding with regard to your own personal welfare, your
own peace of mind, with regard to the work involved in summer school, you will also find yourself at peace
with that and understand a decision that you need to make. Since it is important for you as a Spirit-in-Body
to understand that JEY cannot make the decision that you must make, JEY can say to you that if you simply
take time to put all things into perspective and ask for guidance from your Spirit Within you as you make
decisions, you will find that the decisions will be easy to make. Also, it will help you to understand the
dream more fully. Do you have additional questions or comment?
Comment: I have a comment about our Spirits traveling to work with the leaders of the nations as

we sleep, and as we go to bed and make that prayer and then falling to sleep.....are we doing it the right
way? Are our Spirits being able to go as we desire, and are we accomplishing that which has been part of
our mission? Can you comment on that, JEY?
As JEY has said in the past, simply ALLOW your Spirit to take leave of your body as you sleep.
You cannot allow this to be so if you are going to be in a waking mode at all time. But know that as you
sleep, your Spirit can be allowed to take leave of your body to go and accomplish what JEY has suggested,
and that is to go and work with the Spirits of all who are leaders upon the Earth. As you can see, there are
moves being made now that would indicate that all those who have been praying such prayers and allowing
their Spirits to work, that is now bearing fruit. These things just do not occur without some effort on the
part of all who are upon the Earth who are allowing their Spirits to go out to others who are in need of
assistance with regard to bringing about peace. There is still much to be done; and know that even as
individuals upon the Earth are now attempting to influence others upon the Earth with regard to that which
is negative in the lives of others, and JEY has in mind those who insist on killing and maiming others and
destroying others, known to you as terrorism upon the Earth, know that there is still much to be done. You
have much to do with regard to allowing the Spirit Within you to go and work with others who do not seek
after the will of the Creator in their lives, but they seek rather to fulfill their own desires or the desires of a
certain religion upon the Earth. Know that those things that have brought about the actions on the part of
many upon the Earth through that which they call their 'religion'.....and know that those of you who are
known as 'Christians' are not without fault in this as well.....all religions do indeed, at some time, create that
which is not the will of the Creator with regard to the actions toward mankind on Earth. And so seek that
all those who are leaders of the religions upon the Earth would also allow their actions to be influenced by
those of you who can allow your Spirit to go and seek after peace among mankind on Earth, not the
fulfillment of the will of a certain religion or religions, but rather to seek after the peace that the Creator
would desire that all mankind have. Know that JEY will in turn assure you that those of us in the Spirit
Realm are attempting to help in this as well. Be at peace with that.
Second Individual: JEY, I am not sure exactly how to word this. There is another one (entity)
around me who has been influencing me for several years and I would like for that one to go on to the
Light. I would like some insight into the gifts that I have just found out about....the sensing of energies in
houses and things....I am not really sure what I am supposed to do with that, whether I am to do something
important with it. And I have just started a new job in real estate, selling homes to people, and I wonder if I
should tie that in. What insight do you have on those subjects?
JEY hears your questions and will attempt to answer. Allow JEY to say this with regard to what
you are sensing concerning the nearness to you of another Spirit, a disembodied Spirit. JEY can say to you
that this does occur upon the Earth. There are those Spirits who find it difficult to leave their body on
Earth, and in turn they become fearful of simply returning to the Spirit Realm. But allow JEY to say there
are those opportunities when a disembodied Spirit has an opportunity to simply become close to one who is
Spirit-in-Body, that it will find the way for that to be done.
JEY would discourage the Spirit which seems to have attached itself to your life.....not to your body
but to your life....and JEY would at this time ask that Spirit to take leave of the presence of your body and
return to the Spirit Realm, for therein in the Spirit Realm that Spirit will be welcomed with great joy and
great love. Know that there is sadness within those of us in the Spirit Realm when a Spirit does attach
itself, when disembodied, to the life of another and cause great grief at times to that person on Earth who is
still Spirit-in-Body. And so JEY will say to that entity that has attached itself to your life "Take leave of
the life of Rachel. Return to the Spirit Realm, and know that we who are in Spirit will help you as you now
return to the Light. It is important that you feel at peace at this time, that Spirit does indeed return with the
knowledge that you are in the Love of the Creator. You have nothing to fear. And know that we who are
in Spirit are here to welcome you. Be at Peace. Leave now the presence of the one who is Rachel and
know that you are now loved by those of us who are in Spirit. You will never find the peace and love that
you need by remaining as a Spirit attached to the life of another upon the Earth. Return now to that which is
the presence of the Creator."
JEY would ask the one who is Rachel to be at prayer for the one who is the Spirit which has now
left her presence. It was not a harmful Spirit; it was simply one who was living in fear and could not accept
that it did not have a body any longer and was trying to find peace by living beside the one who is Rachel.
JEY would ask the one who is Rachel to be prayerful, too, about those abilities which she finds within her
life at this time. They are not things that are to be used indiscriminately, but rather to be used only in a
Spiritual sense. As she feels there is a Spiritual need for her to be able to sense those that come into her

presence, know they are to be used in a Spiritual sense, not in regard to that which is her work but simply
only that which is to help another.....not for the sake of selling or whatever she may be doing with regard to
her work. But if she feels the sense of an energy around her or within her circle, simply be quiet, be still,
and ask for that Spiritual energy to be made known to her so that she may know the purpose of that energy
within her own Spirit at that time. Know that the energy does come to her for a purpose, but she must ask
her Spirit to help her understand the energy at a given time. Are there other questions?
Third Individual: At night when I fall asleep I am often bothered by other Spirits or whatever.
They touch me and they try to keep me awake; and then when I pray sometimes, I sense they are afraid. I
had that happen last night, and I don't know what is causing that. What can I do to keep it from happening?
What do I need to do about this?
JEY hears your thoughts and can indeed understand why you seem, at this point, to be very
disturbed about what is happening in your life. Allow JEY to say this..... as you are aware, you have the
desire to follow after the purpose for which you came to Earth. Know that within your life you are in
contact with many people who come into your presence, not only during the day when you are with
others....whether it be a time of work or simply a time of meeting with others at some time. But above all,
there are those disembodied Spirits, even as with the one who was Rachel, that do attempt to interfere with
your life. As JEY is aware, you have had this problem down through many years. This is not the first time
this has happened for you. But know this....here again, ask JEY to come and work with those energies
when they attempt to disturb you. It is not the will of the Creator that any one Spirit should disturb one
who is Spirit-in-Body. It is not the will of the Creator. And those Spirits must understand they are not to
interfere with your life. And so if you will, during a time when you feel they are interfering with you in
any way, simply call on JEY to come and work with them and to lead them to the Light. They are not
happy with the situation in which they find themselves. It is not something you are doing, other than the
fact that you do attract them because of your sense of understanding Spiritual aspects; but they must indeed
find their way to the Spirit Realm. And those of us who are in the Spirit Realm can come and help them,
even as JEY was able to help the one who is now in the Light.....the one who was with Rachel. Simply
call upon JEY, call upon your Guardian of Spirit, because they indeed are attempting to interfere with your
Spirit and that must not be allowed. And your Guardian of Spirit will come to help you and so will JEY;
but you must ask for them....not just send out a prayer....but ask for them to come and help you and accept
the help they can give. JEY would ask now that those who are attempting to interfere with you in any way
to become aware that JEY will be coming into your presence to help them to move on into the Spirit Realm
and not be fearful. They must know that they are part of us now! They do need to reside in the Spirit
Realm and continue to serve the will of our Creator in the Spirit Realm. And so JEY would ask if this
satisfies your question. (Response: I thank you for that!)
(Unfortunately, the tape recorder clicked off at this point. I do not know what was said beyond this
point.)
So I will end this with a quote from JEY given years ago:
Almighty God, we come as your creations, as that known to you as Spirits of God, and we request
at this moment that which is our Spirit Within, that which is Spirit of God, be allowed to rule our lives in
these days to come. We ask, knowing that what we ask will be received. And we accept!

